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- **Joachim Breitner: Animations in Kaleidogen** [2]

  A while ago I wrote a little game (or toy) called Kaleidogen. It is a relatively contemplative
game where, starting from just unicolored disks, you combine abstract circular patterns to
breed more interesting patterns. See my FARM 2019 talk for more details, or check out the
source repository.

- **'Suits: A Business RPG', a small indie comedy RPG has been updated with better Linux support** [3]

  Suits: A Business RPG is a mysterious comedy game that was released more than four years
ago; from time to time it's being featured as part of Steam?'s Weeklong Deals, as it is the case
right now (50% discounted), so I've been looking into it for some time.

- **Struggling with regular expressions? Then visit 'Regex Crossword', a site to learn them through a Sudoku-like game** [4]

  The website features several sections to make the levels as varied as possible. There is also
another area which includes levels made by other users, along with a stats page. Also, if you
check the Help and FAQ section, you will be recommended other tools and online resources in
case you want to learn a bit more about regexes. Don't forget to use an account so that your
progress on the levels can be saved.

Finally, although this project is "something we do for fun", you can donate via PayPal or
several cryptocurrencies (check the Help and FAQ section to see which ones are available) to
help with hosting expenses and to keep ensuring further improvements and levels.
Judging by the number of followers on their Twitter account and the user reviews on Steam, Tilesetter seems to embody the definition of "obscure", but at the same time it must be remarked that except one, all of those reviews are positive and endorsed by a lot of other people, so while I'm not the indicated person to recommend you to use it or not (I'm not a developer), there are enough signs that would suggest this may be a particularly useful program to help you save a lot of time when creating your tilesets.
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